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`Energy efficiency crucial for 
both growth & environment' 
FE BUREAU 
New Delhi, September 26 

WHILE STATING THAT the 
peak demand for power has to 
be met through coal-based elec-
tridry,power minister RIC Singh 
said energy efficiency plays an 
important role, especially in a 
developing nation like India...xi 
keeping a balance between 
achieving growth targets and 
taking care of the environment. 

Launching the trading of 

energy saving certificates (ES-
Certs)on Tuesday, Singh added 
that the government would not 
compromise on growth, and It 
is on track to havea 175 GW of 
renewable power generation 
capacity by 2022.'We have to 
improve the quality of life of 
our citizens and that requires 
energy;he said. 

The minister said the ESCert 
trading Is an effective way to cut 
emissions as it makes viable 
business sense for the industry. 
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New Delhi, September 26 

WHILE STATING THAT the 
peak demand for power has to 
be met through coal-based elec. 
tricity.power minister RK Singh 
said energy efficiency plays an 
important role, especially in a 
developing nation like India, in 
keeping a balance between 
achieving growth targets and 
taking care of the emsronnumi 

Launching the trading of 
energy saving certificates (ES-
fens) on Tuesday,SIngh added 
that the government would not 
compromise on growth,and it n 
on track to haw a 175 GSVof re-
newable power generat ion ca • 
parity by 2022.*We have to im-
prove the quality of life of our 
citizens and that requires en • 
orgy; he said. 

The minister said the ESCert 

RK SINGH, power in vstet  

trading is an effective way to cut 
emissions as it makes viable 
business sense for the industry 

FSCcrts are issued by the 
government to energy intensive 
industries under the 'Perform, 
Achieve and Trade (PAT) 
scheme to reduce energy con 
sumption.Under PAT,indusir ial 
units are given specific energy 
reduction targets. 

`Energy efficiency crucial for 
both growth & environment' 
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New Delhi, September 26 

WHILE STATING THAT the 
peak demand for power has to 
be met through coal based dee-
tricity,power minister It K Singh 
said energy efficiency plays an 
important tole, especially in a 
developing nation like India, in 
keeping a balance between 
achieving growth targets and 
taking care of the environment. 

Launching the trading of 
energy saving certificates (ES-
Carts) on Tuesday, Singh added 
that the government would not 
compromise on gross th,and it is 
on track to haw a 175 GWof re-
newable power generation ca-
pacity by 2022."We have to im-
prove the quality of life of our 
citizens and that requires en-
ergy,' he said. 

The minister   said the ESCert 

RK SINGH, power minister 

trading is an effective way to cut 
emissions as It makes viable 
business sense for the industry. 

ESCens are issued by the 
goveniment to energy intensive 
industries under the 'Perform, 
Achieve and Trade' (PAT) 
scheme to reduce energy con - 
sumption. Under PAT,indust nal 
units are given specific energy 
reduction targets. 

`Energy efficiency crucial for 
both growth & environment' 
FE BUREAU 
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`Energy efficiency crucial for 
both growth & environment' 
F L BUREAU 
New Delhi, September 26 

WHILE STATING THAT the 
peak demand for power has to 
he met through coal-hased elec-
tricity,power minister Iti:Singh 
said energy efficiency plays an 
important role, especially in a 
developing nation like India, in 
keeping a balance between 
achieving growth targets and 
taking care of the enyttorunent. 

Launching the trading of 
energy saving certificates (ES-
fens) on Tuesday, Singh added 
that the government would not 
compromise on growth,and it is 
on track to havea l75 GWof re-
newable power generation ca - 
pacify by 20 2 2."We have to im-
prove the quality of life of our 
ell liens and that requires en-
ergy,'he said. 

The minister said the ESCcrt 

RKSIHGH, power minister 

trading is an effective way to cut 
emissions as it makes viable 
business sense for the industry 

ESCcrts are issued by the 
government to energy intensive 
industries under tlw Perform, 
Achieve and Trade' (PAT) 
scheme to reduce energy con-
sumption. Under PAT,Industrial 
units are given specific energy 
reduction targets. 
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Publication: The Economic Times Edition: Online Coverage 

Published Date 27 Sep 2017 

Scheme to promote waste-to-energy projects on the cards 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/scheme-to-promote-waste-to-enercw-prolects-on-the-
cards/articleshow/60840574.cms   

Taking a dim view of the recent collapse of the Ghazipur landfill, Power Minister R K Singh today promised that a scheme will be 

worked out to encourage waste-to-energy projects in all cities and towns across India. 

"We need many such (waste to energy) plants for many more metropolitan cities, towns and cities. As citizens, it is our combined 

responsibility to handle the waste," Singh said while addressing a workshop on waste to energy organised by the Ministry of New and 

Renewable Energy. 

Referring to the recent incident of waste landfill in Ghazipur in Delhi giving way. Singh, also the New and Renewable Energy Minister, 

said, "We need to avoid incidents like that which happened. A huge waste landfill collapsed. It is a matter of shame for us." 

He further said, "I will write to the Lieutenant Governor, Delhi, that he should consider setting up 3-4 more (waste to energy) plants like 

the one in Timarpur. All towns and cities should set up these plants mandatorily. It can be on PPP (public private partnership) or tariff 

based bidding." 

Elaborating, he said, "The most transparent methodology will be to invite bids so that the people compete and the bid can be based 

on (power) tariff. Those who are willing to give power at minimum rate should win the bid. The land will be provided by the government. 

The plant can have licence for 25 years or their entire plant cycle to recover capital cost." 

Suggesting to MNRE Secretary Anand Kumar to frame a scheme on this, Singh said, "Let's build a scheme like that and circulate this 

to states. This was an idea which was long overdue. We need to push it hard." 

According to Ministry of New and Renewable Energy estimates. the solid waste generated from cities and towns in India has a potential 

to generate power of approximately 500 mw, which can be raised to 1,075 mw by 2031 and further to 2,780 mw by 2050. 

According to the Central Electricity Authority data, India has harnessed 114.08 mw of waste-to-energy potential till August this year. 

Kumar, on his part, said: 'We are planning to start a new programme to tackle the cow dung for generation of bio-CNG (compressed 

natural gas) and also bio gas to enter bio energy. Over 1,000 Gaushalas (cow shelters) support the idea." 

Kumar further said, "In our country, we have potential to generate bio gas through effluents, vegetable market waste, cow dung and 

even paddy straw (which caused pollution on burning) It can also generate bio fertiliser " 

The power minister also launched the trading of Energy Saving Certificates (ESCerts) under the government's Perform, Achieve and 

Trade (PAT) scheme. 



Under the PAT scheme, ESCerts are issued by the Ministry of Power when a Designated Consumer (DC) achieves and surpasses 

the target. These ESCerts can be sold to DCs that fail to achieve their targets to comply with energy consumption norms and standards. 
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Publication: Business Standard Edition: Online Coverage 

Published Date 27 Sep 2017 

Scheme to promote waste-to-energy projects on the cards 

http://www.business-standard.comiarticle/pti-stories/scheme-to-prornote-waste-to-energy-projects-on-the-cards-
117092600566  1.html  

Taking a dim view of the recent collapse of theGhazipurlandfill, Power MinisterR K Singhtoday promised that a scheme will be worked 

out to encourage waste-to-energy projects in all cities and towns acrosslndia.'We need many such (waste to energy) plants for many 

more metropolitan cities, towns and cities. As citizens, it is our combined responsibility to handle the waste," Singh said while 

addressing a workshop on waste to energy organised by the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy.Referring to the recent incident 

of waste landfill inGhazipurinDelhigiving way, Singh, also the New and Renewable Energy Minister, said, 'We need to avoid incidents 

like that which happened. A huge waste landfill collapsed. It is a matter of shame for us."He further said, "I will write to the Lieutenant 

Governor, Delhi, that he should consider setting up 3-4 more (waste to energy) plants like the one in Timarpur. All towns and cities 

should set up these plants mandatorily. It can be on PPP (public private partnership) or tariff based bidding."Elaborating, he said, "The 

most transparent methodology will be to invite bids so that the people compete and the bid can be based on (power) tariff. Those who 

are willing to give power at minimum rate should win the bid. The land will be provided by the government. The plant can have licence 

for 25 years or their entire plant cycle to recover capital cost."Suggesting to MNRE Secretary Anand Kumar to frame a scheme on this, 

Singh said, "Let's build a scheme like that and circulate this to states. This was an idea which was long overdue. We need to push it 

hard."According to Ministry of New and Renewable Energy estimates, the solid waste generated from cities and towns inlndiahas a 

potential to generate power of approximately 500 mw, which can be raised to 1,075 mw by 2031 and further to 2,780 mw by 

2050.According to the Central Electricity Authority data,lndiahas harnessed 114.08 mw of waste-to-energy potential till August this 

year.Kumar. on his part, said: 'We are planning to start a new programme to tackle the cow dung for generation of bio-CNG 

(compressed natural gas) and also bio gas to enter bio energy. Over 1.000 Gaushalas (cow shelters) support the idea."Kumar further 

said, "In our country, we have potential to generate bio gas through effluents, vegetable market waste, cow dung and even paddy 

straw (which caused pollution on burning). It can also generate bio fertiliser."The power minister also launched the trading of Energy 

Saving Certificates (ESCerts) under the government's Perform, Achieve and Trade (PAT) scheme.Now, the designated industries, 

under the PAT scheme, can buy and sale ESCerts at two energy exchanges -- Indian Energy Exchange (ID:).  and Power 

ExchangelndiaLimited (PXIL).Under the PAT scheme, ESCerts are issued by the Ministry of Power when a Designated Consumer 

(DC) achieves and surpasses the target. These ESCerts can be sold to DCs that fail to achieve their targets to comply with energy 

consumption norms and standards.' 
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